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Synthetic routes, characterization and photophysical properties of luminescent, surface functionalized nanodiamonds
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Abstract

The functionalization of small diameter (ca. 50 nm) polycarboxylated nanodiamond particles using amide coupling methodologies in both water and acetonitrile solvent has been investigated. In this manner, the surfaces of nanodiamond particles were adorned with different luminescent moieties, including a green fluorescent 1,8-naphthalimide moiety (Nap-1), and a red emitting ruthenium(II) tris-bipyridine complex (Ru-1), as well as dual functionalisation with both luminophores. Comprehensive characterization of the surface functionalized nanodiamonds has been achieved using a combination of dynamic light scattering, nanoparticle tracking analysis, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, zeta potential measurements, microwave plasma atomic emission spectroscopy and time-resolved photophysics. The tendency of the functionalized nanodiamonds to aggregate reflects the degree of surface substitution, yielding small aggregates with typical particle sizes ca. 150 nm. This is likely to be driven by the reduction of the zeta potential, concomitant with the conversion of surface charged carboxylate groups to neutral amide functions. The results show that luminescent nanodiamond materials can be synthesised with tuneable photophysical properties.
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1. Introduction

Nanodiamond (ND) is the eponymous nanoscale material consisting of $sp^3$ hybridized carbon core with a graphitic ($sp^2$) or amorphous carbon shell, whose primary particle size is generally between 2–100 nm in diameter. Generally termed in the literature as ultradispersed ND, detonation ND, or occasionally nanocrystalline diamond (usually specific to particles of less than 10 nm in diameter), ND is generally a black or dark grey powder in solid form due to the high degree of light scattering from the small crystal. ND particles are produced through detonation of ordinance in a controlled atmosphere (generally producing particles up to 5 nm), or through mechanical milling of high-pressure, high-temperature diamond synthesis from a carbon source. Synthesis of an ND-Si wafer through chemical vapor deposition, which can be broken up through milling, yields particles with a relatively narrow size distribution.

Interest in ND has developed rapidly over the last decade with a range of applications across the scientific disciplines, particularly the utility of its unique magnetic and optical properties. Material applications are potentially vast, including in tribology and lubricants, and as optical filters and polymer composites. Apparently low cytotoxicity, coupled with multiple surface labelling routes lend ND toward biological applications, such as bioimaging and drug delivery. The development of applications necessitates the ability to functionalize ND through chemical approaches. The surface of ND can be modified to introduce well known functional groups such as halides, amines, alcohols, and carboxylic acids, the latter two via oxidizing treatments. These surface chemistries facilitate the covalent modification of ND.

![Figure 1](image_url). Cartoon representation of the surface functionalization of polycarboxylated nanodiamond (ND-COOH) using amide coupling.
Despite the simple accessibility apparent to a wide range of derivatives, polycarboxylated terminated ND (ND-COOH) has not been widely employed in the preparation of covalently functionalized ND materials (Figure 1). ND-COOH lends itself to facile surface modification, and examples of covalently modified ND-COOH include: the attachment of 5-adamantoyl-thymidine to ND (1-2 micron diameter particles) in bioassay development; porphyrin functionalized ND towards optical power limiting materials; a gadolinium(III) chelate functionalized ND as a prospective magnetic resonance imaging contrast agent; and the attachment of a fluorescein dye to ND, as well as DNA and protein conjugate examples. Each of these examples provides different methodologies for the synthesis, employ differing purification procedures, and include varying degrees of characterization of the functionalized ND products. Thus, despite great potential, the direct amidation of the ND-COOH surface through the methods we describe (Figure 1) has only been employed in a limited number of examples, which did not extensively investigate the ND surface chemistry.

The aim of the current work was to utilise small diameter (ca. 50 nm) polycarboxylated ND-COOH and investigate different synthetic methodologies for its surface functionalization (Figure 1). Our focus was upon the addition of luminescent moieties to the surface of the ND, providing a useful spectroscopic handle for characterisation, but also yielding new ND materials with inherent and tuneable luminescent properties. We detail the extensive characterization of the functionalized ND particles suggesting an extremely broad scope for the future development of surface modified ND species using ND-COOH.

2. Experimental Section

2.1 General Experimental Considerations

All reagents and solvents were commercially available and were used without further purification if not stated otherwise. The nanodiamonds were sourced from MicroDiamant and Van Moppes.

For the measurement of $^1$H and $^{13}$C{^1}H NMR spectra, a Bruker Fourier 300 MHz, Bruker AVANCE III HD (400 MHz) or Bruker AVANCE (Cryo) III HD (500 MHz) was used. The obtained chemical shifts $\delta$ are reported in ppm and are referenced to the residual solvent signal. Spin-spin coupling constants $J$ are given in Hz. Low-resolution mass spectra were obtained by the staff at Cardiff University. High-resolution mass spectra were carried out at the EPSRC National Mass Spectrometry Facility at Swansea University. High resolution mass spectral (HRMS) data were obtained on a Waters MALDI-TOF MicroMX at Cardiff University.
or on a Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap XL by the EPSRC UK National Mass Spectrometry Facility at Swansea University. IR spectra were obtained from a Shimadzu IR-Affinity-1S FTIR. Reference to spectroscopic data are given for known compounds. UV-Vis studies were performed on a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer as water solutions (1 × 10^{-5} M). Photophysical data were obtained on a JobinYvon–Horiba Fluorolog spectrometer fitted with a JY TBX picosecond photodetection module as water solutions. Emission spectra were uncorrected and excitation spectra were instrument corrected. The pulsed source was a Nano-LED configured for 295 or 459 nm output operating at 1 MHz. Luminescence lifetime profiles were obtained using the JobinYvon–Horiba FluoroHub single photon counting module and the data fits yielded the lifetime values using the provided DAS6 deconvolution software. Quantum yield measurements were obtained on aerated water solutions of the complexes using [Ru(bpy)₃]((PF₆)₂ in aerated MeCN as a standard (ϕ = 0.016).

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) measurements were performed to confirm the particles’ size distribution. A Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS equipped with a 633 nm laser in backscattering configuration (173 °) and a Malvern Nanosight LM10 equipped with a 635 nm laser were used respectively. Zeta potential measurements were made in the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. Zeta potentials are reported at a given pH. Particle size distributions are the average of 100 × 30 s scans and zeta potential of 3 × 100 scans. The pH was measured by a Hanna Instruments HI 2211 pH meter. Nanoparticles were characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a LIBRA 120 PLUS Carl Zeiss electron microscope operating at 120 kV. The probe sonicator used in these studies was a Sonics Vibra Cell VCX500. XPS measurements were performed using a Thermo Escalab 250 XPS with monochromated aluminium K-alpha X-ray source. The samples were dropcast onto gold and allowed to dry for analysis. The spot size was 500 μm with a power of 150 W. Detailed spectra of individual peaks were taken at energy of 20 eV with a step size of 0.1 eV, the number of scans for each element was optimised to give a good signal:noise for each element. Binding energy was calibrated by setting the carbon 1s peak to 285 eV. Detailed spectra had a Shirley or linear background fitted to them and peaks were fitted and deconvoluted using mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian fits (using CASAXPS). For MP-AES, samples were made as described in method 3 using 6 mL of starting nanodiamond suspension in acetonitrile before pelleting at the final centrifugation step. The mother liquor was decanted off and the particles dried in a vacuum desiccator overnight. The samples were then digested in 1 mL of aqua regia (CARE!), before diluting to 100 mL in UHQ water. The digested samples
were analysed on a XXXXXXXXXX using 4 point calibrations with water blanks and emission intensities averaged over the ruthenium atomic emission wavelengths at 349.894, 372.693, 372.803 and 419.989 nm.

2.2 Surface functionalization of nanodiamond substrates and purification method

2.2.1 Synthesis Method 1

Nap-1 (aq.) was added to aqueous dispersions of ND-COOH (0.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) to give a final concentration of 2 mM in 3 ml. Solutions of N-hydroxysulfo succinimide (10 mM) and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (20 mM) were added, giving a final ND-COOH concentration of 0.25 mg mL\(^{-1}\). Dispersions were buffered to pH 9.5 using CHES and stirred at 30°C for 16 hours. Samples were dialysed using a 3 K MWCO cellulose membrane at room temperature into water, sonicated for a total time of 10 minutes at 0°C and treated with another round of dialysis. A 1000-fold dilution was achieved over 12 h of equilibration at room temperature for each round of dialysis, resulting in the assumed dilution of any remaining substrate or coupling reagents or byproducts to 10\(^{-6}\) of their original concentration. Samples were then passed through a 0.22 µM PES membrane to remove any dust or large aggregates for analysis. Repeat measurements after 42 days were done with no further purification of filtration, samples were kept sealed in a dark, dry cupboard in the intervening time.

2.2.2 Synthesis Method 2

As for Method 1, but using a 50 mM borate buffer system (sodium tetraborate/boric acid) at pH 9.5.

2.2.3 Synthesis Method 3

ND-COOH was dispersed in acetonitrile (0.025 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) and then stirred at room temperature. A 2 mM solution of Nap-1 or Ru-1 was added together with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (20 mg mL\(^{-1}\)), N-hydroxysuccinimide (20 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) and triethylamine (0.5 mL) for 24 hours. In the case of the mixed Ru-1/Nap-1@ND, the concentration of each was 1 mM. The functionalised nanodiamond was pelleted by centrifugation (4400 rpm, 30 minutes, Eppendorf micro-centrifuge), followed by subsequent washing steps in acetonitrile by probe sonication of the sample (30% amplitude, 30 minutes),
followed by centrifugation (4400 rpm, 30 minutes) until the supernatant was clear. The nanodiamond material was finally dispersed by probe sonication in water (1 mL, 30% amplitude, 30 minutes), followed by centrifugation (4400 rpm, 5 minutes) to remove residual titanium from the sonicator tip.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Syntheses of the luminescent groups

Two different types of luminescent species (Figure 2) were prepared for attachment to the ND surface: a green emitting 1,8-naphthalimide derivative (Nap-1), and a red emitting Ru(II) based luminophore (Ru-1). In both cases, the chromophores were functionalized with a flexible PEG-like group with an amine terminus to facilitate amide coupling to the nanodiamond surface. Nap-1 was afforded in three steps from the commercially available 4-chloro-1,8-naphthalic anhydride, using conditions analogous to our previous reports on related 1,8-naphthalimides.

Figure 2. Structures of the amine terminated luminophores used to functionalize the surface of ND particles.

For Ru-1, a BOC-protected pro-ligand (L^{BOC}) was synthesized in two steps from 4-methyl-2,2′-bipyridine-4′-carboxylic acid. After reaction with [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$], the corresponding BOC-protected Ru(II) complex, [Ru(bipy)$_2$($L^{BOC}$)][Cl]$_2$, was isolated and then treated with trifluoroacetic acid in dichloromethane to yield the deprotected, amine-terminated cationic complex Ru-1 as its dichloride salt. The synthesis procedures and characterization data for Nap-1 and Ru-1 are presented in the SI.

3.2 Synthesis and characterisation of surface-functionalized nanodiamond using a naphthalimide fluorophore

Nanodiamond suspensions were prepared from milled, acid treated nanodiamond particles obtained commercially. Prior to suspension, particles were treated at 420 Celcius over 2 hours in air to yield an oxidised surface. Suspensions were prepared through repeated sonication and centrifugation in the desired solvent. We investigated the efficacy of three different
coupling protocols (Figure 3) using Nap-1 and carboxylic acid terminated ND (ND-COOH) of approximately 50 nm diameter. In the first and second methods, ND-COOH was functionalized using an aqueous coupling method with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDCI) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS) buffered to ca. pH 9.5 (using either N-cyclohexyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid or borate, respectively). Membrane dialysis was employed to remove free Nap-1, byproducts and buffer. The maintenance of elevated pH was critical to the efficient surface functionalization of ND with amine species. Our preliminary investigations showed that surface functionalization at pH 7 - 8 with Nap-1 was achievable, but at a low degree of incorporation, as evidenced by the lack of color observed in particle suspensions following workup. In a third method, the coupling was investigated in polar organic media (MeCN) with EDCI and NHS coupling reagents, followed by purification by centrifugation. Full details of these protocols are described in the Experimental Section.

**Figure 3.** Cartoon representation of the synthetic routes to surface functionalized nanodiamond.

To characterize these new surface functionalized nanodiamond materials, a range of analytical and spectroscopic techniques was employed. For comparison, these structural and physical properties of Nap-1@ND arising from the three coupling protocols studied are shown in Table 1. Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) measurements were utilized to obtain information on
the sizes of the functionalized nanodiamond particles, with sizes of ca. 150 nm for the \textbf{Nap-1@ND} systems compared with 53 nm for unfunctionalized \textbf{ND-COOH}. The particle diameters were also investigated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements where \textbf{Nap-1@ND} was again found to be larger than \textbf{ND-COOH}, with sizes ranging from 143 to 228 nm. Interestingly, despite the apparent increase in particle size during the formation of the \textbf{Nap-1@ND} species, the polydispersity indices of the particles (determined by DLS) were broadly similar to \textbf{ND-COOH}. A visual comparison of the particle size distributions obtained from DLS and NTA data are presented in Figure 4.

\textbf{Table 1.} Structural information obtained from dynamic light scattering (DLS), nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and zeta potential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Particle diameter / nm</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>Zeta potential / mV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{ND-COOH}</td>
<td>62 \tab \text{DLS} \tab 53±1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>–43.0\textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{Nap-1@ND} (Method 1)</td>
<td>228 \tab \text{DLS} \tab 146±3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>–12.8\textsuperscript{b}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{Nap-1@ND} (Method 2)</td>
<td>143 \tab \text{NTA} \tab 165±3</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>–19.5\textsuperscript{d}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{Nap-1@ND} (Method 3)</td>
<td>182 \tab \text{NTA} \tab 146±3</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>–24.8\textsuperscript{c}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Zeta potential recorded at pH 5.0; \textsuperscript{b}pH 5.4; \textsuperscript{c}pH 4.8; \textsuperscript{d}pH 5.2.

Although the different polydispersity index (PDI) values obtained for \textbf{Nap-1@ND} may relate to the overestimation of larger particles in the DLS measurements giving a wider size distribution (Figure 1), the NTA analysis for \textbf{Nap-1@ND} from all three methods is broadly comparable. The DLS and NTA data therefore indicate that a small degree of aggregation of particles typically occurs during, or after, surface functionalization. The colloidal stability of the \textbf{Nap-1@ND} samples was investigated over a 7-day period using NTA analysis. Our results
showed that samples produced via Method 2 exhibited the best colloidal stability over that time period.

**Figure 4.** Superimposed DLS (blue bars) and NTA (blackline with red error) of (a) **ND-COOH**, (b) **Nap-1@ND** via Method 1, (c) **Nap-1@ND** via Method 2 and (d) **Nap-1@ND** via Method 3.

Zeta potentials (Table 1) for the surface functionalized nanodiamond were measured and provided further evidence of successful coupling. For reference, the zeta potential value for **ND-COOH** was recorded as −43.0 mV. In comparison, each of the **Nap-1@ND** samples gave recorded zeta potentials that were significantly less negative (ranging from −12.8 to −24.8 mV across the different coupling methods) and of lower magnitude. This change in zeta potential was attributed to the conversion of anionic carboxylate groups at the nanodiamond surface to charge neutral amide groups giving a net decrease in negative charge at the particle surface. A reduction in the magnitude of the zeta potential, and tendency of naphthalimide moities to stack, is likely to reduce colloidal stability in aqueous solution and therefore may help explain the observations from DLS and NTA analyses.
Figure 5. XPS data showing the deconvoluted C(1s) region of ND-COOH and Nap-1@ND obtained using preparatory Methods 1-3. C(1s-1) (red), C(1s-2) (blue), C(1s-3) (green) and C(1s-4) (orange) were fitted to the XPS spectral trace (light grey solid line) to give the fitted environment (black dashed line).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was undertaken to provide information on the surface groups of the ND samples. Firstly, analysis of unfunctionalized ND-COOH was obtained. Deconvolution of the C(1s) peak (Figure 5) of ND-COOH revealed two major and two minor components: C(1s-1) (B.E. = 283.9 eV), C (1s-2) (B.E. = 284.6 eV), C (1s-3) (B.E. = 285.5) and C (1s-4) (287.2), respectively. C (1s-1) corresponds to core sp\(^3\) carbon, in good agreement with Shenderova et al (B.E. = 283.2 eV)\textsuperscript{32} for smaller diameter ND; C(1s-2) corresponds to other surface located C-H and C-C content.\textsuperscript{33} The minor components C(1s-3) and C(1s-4) correlate to oxidized surface carbon species C-O and C=O respectively, in good agreement with Lim et al for air oxidized ND of comparable size.\textsuperscript{34} The C(1s) peak of ND-COOH is dominated by C(1s-1) and C(1s-2) (48 % and 43 % of total carbon composition), with the minor components, C(1s-3) (7%) and C(1s-4) (2%) representing very small proportions of carbon content in ND-COOH.

Although we have assumed that the majority of oxidised surface carbon in ND-COOH is present as carboxylate moieties, a range of other possible species are likely to be present. The components identified here may be made up of several sub-components, which are impossible to reliably elucidate through Gaussian fitting of the XPS data. Thus, the four carbon
components described above reasonably represent the ND surface environment of \textbf{ND-COOH}, which is predominantly made up of \textit{sp}^3 hybridized carbon, surface located carbon species and oxygenated carbon species such as C=O and C-O.

Next, we considered the XPS analyses of the \textbf{Nap-1@ND} samples obtained by the three coupling methodologies and all revealed a consistent trend. Surface functionalization of \textbf{ND-COOH} (87.8 At\% C, 0.4 At\% N, 11.8 At\% O) to give \textbf{Nap-1@ND} gave an increase in nitrogen (to \textasciitilde 10\% At\%) and oxygen (20.2% At\%) content. These peaks were also observed in the C(1s) spectra of \textbf{Nap-1@ND}, but with an additional shoulder at 287.3-288.4 eV. This is consistent with an amide environment at the ND surface,\textsuperscript{15} which we attribute to the presence of the covalently coupled naphthalimide moiety, at the ND surface.

Supporting transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the ND materials were also obtained (Figure 6). A comparison of the \textbf{ND-COOH} and \textbf{Nap-1@ND} samples revealed TEM images that are consistent with previous reports on similarly sized ND species.\textsuperscript{36} The images for \textbf{ND-COOH} clearly show particles that are approximately in the 50 nm size range, consistent with the DLS and NTA data. Similarly, the TEM images of \textbf{Nap-1@ND} retain this appearance indicating that the morphology of the particles is not modified by surface functionalization with the \textbf{Nap-1} fluorophore. Again, the TEM images confirm that the sizes of the \textbf{Nap-1@ND} particles are consistent with the other characterization techniques, with no evidence of large agglomerations of particles.

\textbf{Figure 6.} TEM images showing \textbf{ND-COOH} (top) and \textbf{Nap-1@ND} (bottom).
Having established the structural properties of the modified ND, the optical properties of the naphthalimide functionalized materials were determined using electronic absorption and luminescence spectroscopy. Figure 7 shows the absorption and emission spectra obtained from aqueous solutions of Nap-1@ND. Comparison of the UV-vis. absorption spectra of Nap-1 and Nap-1@ND in aqueous solution clearly demonstrate the inclusion of the naphthalimide fluorophore. The characteristic naphthalimide based $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ and intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) bands observed between 250-450 nm seen for Nap-1 are clearly reproduced in the absorption spectrum of Nap-1@ND. Following irradiation of the ICT band at 440 nm, the luminescence spectrum of Nap-1@ND showed a broad peak centered at 540 nm ($\tau_{obs} = 4.1$ ns). This compares with 543 nm ($\tau_{obs} = 3.9$ ns) for free Nap-1, suggesting that the emissive properties of the 1,8-naphthalimide fluorophores are not only retained, but also relatively unperturbed, when covalently attached to the surface of ND.

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7.** UV-vis. and luminescence spectra of showing Nap-1 (left) and Nap-1@ND (right) in aqueous solution.

### 3.3 Co-functionalized ND: synthesis and characterisation of dual luminescent, hybrid materials

To further examine the applicability of the synthetic protocols for surface functionalization of ND, we expanded the repertoire by considering a cationic metal-based luminophore, Ru-1 (Figure 2). Firstly, the synthesis of ND functionalized with Ru-1 was undertaken (to give Ru-1@ND), and secondly, we considered a co-functionalization approach with Nap-1 thus giving a potentially hybrid material Ru-1/Nap-1@ND. The latter approach is particularly powerful when considering the tunability and multifunctional characteristics that could be imparted upon
a ND material. From a synthetic perspective, Method 3 (Figure 3) was utilised in all cases as this ensured solubility of the various reagents (Figure 8). In the case of Ru-1/Nap-1@ND, an equimolar solution of Ru-1 and Nap-1 was used in the surface coupling with ND-COOH. Details of the synthesis and purification procedures are given in the Experimental Section.

**Figure 8.** Cartoon representation of the synthetic route to co-functionalized ND decorated with naphthalimide (blue) and ruthenium (red) chromophores.

For Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND, the mean hydrodynamic diameters obtained by DLS were 182 nm (PDI = 0.14) and 151 nm (PDI = 0.23), respectively (Table 2). These values again represent an increase in particle size compared to ND-COOH and suggest modest aggregation of particles. The NTA data (Table 2) for all three samples correlates quite well (Figure 9) and supports the notion that the functionalized nanodiamond displays a small degree of aggregation.
The recorded zeta potentials (Table 2) of these nanodiamond samples (-19.5, -4.5 and +19.0 mV for Nap-1@ND, Ru-1/Nap-1@ND and Ru-1@ND, respectively), are all significantly less negative, and reduced in magnitude, when compared to ND-COOH particles. The variations in zeta potential are likely to be induced by the anticipated changes in surface charge when these different groups are added to the surface of the nanodiamond. We note that surface functionalization with dicationic Ru-1 induces the most positive zeta potential in the series. Again, a reduction in the magnitude of the zeta potential is likely to reduce colloidal stability in solution, supporting the hypothesis of some aggregation.
Analysis of the XPS spectra (Figure 10) for Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND again revealed the presence of the carbon (in particular amide), oxygen and nitrogen environments observed with the Nap-1@ND systems. Critically, for Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND the presence of the Ru(3d\textsubscript{5/2}) environment\textsuperscript{38} at 279.2 eV (close to the C(1s) region of the XPS spectrum) was clearly observed. This was unequivocally confirmed following analysis by microwave plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (MP-AES) which demonstrated the presence of ruthenium in Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND. Ruthenium content was determined to be 1.4 and 1.1 wt% in Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND, respectively (see Table S1, Figures S1 and S2, Supporting Information).
Figure 10. XPS spectra of the C(1s) region of Ru-1@ND (left) and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND (right) exhibiting carbon ascribed regions C(1s-1) (red), C(1s-2) (blue) C(1s-3) (green) and C(1s-4). Expansions show Ru(3d^{3/2}) (magenta) and Ru(3d^{5/2}) regions. Regions fitted to XPS trace (light grey line) to produce fitted trace (black dashed line).

TEM microscopy of the Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND materials (Figure 11) again revealed clusters of highly crystalline particles of ca. 50-150 nm size. This is consistent with the data obtained from DLS and NTA, again confirming the possibility of particle aggregation. The appearance of the particles in these images is clearly reminiscent of those obtained for ND-COOH and Nap-1@ND discussed earlier (Figure 6), and therefore confirms the integrity of the ND particle structure and morphology post-functionalization.

Figure 11. TEM images of Ru-1@ND (left) and co-functionalized Ru-1/Nap-1@ND (right).
Table 3. Photophysical data (in aerated water) obtained for the free luminophores and the corresponding functionalized ND species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UV-vis. absorption / nm</th>
<th>Luminescence / nm&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (lifetime&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; / ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nap-1</td>
<td>258, 283, 445</td>
<td>543 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nap-1@ND</td>
<td>288, 445</td>
<td>540 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru-1</td>
<td>246, 287, 458</td>
<td>664 (287)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru-1@ND</td>
<td>281, 458</td>
<td>664 (332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru-1/Nap-1@ND</td>
<td>283, 440&lt;sup&gt;sh&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>543 (5), 664 (328)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> using λ<sub>ex</sub> = 405 or 450 nm; <sup>b</sup> using λ<sub>ex</sub> = 295 nm.

The photophysical properties of the Ru(II) functionalized ND particles (Table 3) were determined in aqueous solution. The optical properties of Nap-1 were discussed earlier, and for reference, Ru-1 displayed visible absorption dominated by the expected metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) band in the visible region around 458 nm (in addition to ligand centered transitions < 300 nm). Once ND was functionalized with Ru-1 to give Ru-1@ND, these absorption features were retained in the new material (Figure 8).

A comparison of the luminescence spectra in aerated aqueous solution showed (Figure 12) that the red emission of Ru-1 (664 nm, lifetime of 287 ns), attributed to a MLCT emitting state, was also present in the Ru-1@ND system, but with an extended lifetime of 332 ns (fitted to a single component exponential decay). The modest increase in MLCT lifetime suggests that attachment to the ND surface does not quench the excited state, but rather, once it is covalently bound to the ND surface the difference in the chromophore locus subtly modulates the electronic properties of the Ru(II) luminophore.

In the case of the hybrid system, Ru-1/Nap-1@ND, the emission spectrum revealed a peak centered at 541 nm together with a shoulder at ca. 660 nm. The 541 nm peak is clearly reminiscent of the fluorescence spectra for Nap-1 and Nap-1@ND and is thus ascribed to the ICT fluorescence band of the naphthalimide fluorophore. The additional long wavelength 660 nm feature is thus consistent with the presence of the MLCT emissive state of Ru-1 in this hybrid ND material. These assignments were further evidenced with measured lifetimes of 4.8 and 328 ns at emission wavelengths of 540 and 660 nm, respectively. These results correspond with the photophysical data obtained for both the Ru-1@ND and Nap-1@ND nanodiamonds.
systems. The lifetime data also suggests that the different chromophores are not within typical FRET (Förster resonance energy transfer) distances.

![Figure 12](image.png)

**Figure 12.** UV-vis. and luminescence spectra of showing Ru-1 (top), Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND (bottom) in aqueous solution.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated that the surface of polycarboxylated ND can be functionalized with both organic and inorganic luminophores to produce hybrid materials with tuneable luminescent properties. The functionalized ND can be synthesised using typical peptide coupling methodologies, and purified either by membrane dialysis approaches or centrifugation. A combination of DLS, NTA, TEM and zeta potential measurements have clearly shown that the surface decoration of the ND leads to a small degree of aggregation: we observe that functionalized ND with very different zeta potentials (Nap-1@ND vs. Ru-1@ND) actually behave in a similar manner. Supporting MP-AES data confirmed the relative loadings of Ru-1 in Ru-1@ND and Ru-1/Nap-1@ND samples. Steady state and time-resolved photophysical studies have been used to probe the surface-attached luminophores and describe
the luminescent nature of these new ND materials. The demonstrated ability to co-functionalize
the ND surface with two different molecular entities opens the way to the design of bespoke
ND materials with very broad applicability.
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